IN THE QUEUE

May 11, 2018: Shortly after 7:00 am, Murrieta Fire & Rescue and
Murrieta Police Department along with AMR Ambulance
responded to reports of a traffic accident on Whitewood Road
near Via Temprano, in front of Alta Murrieta Elementary School.
Police and firefighters arrived at scene and discovered that two
vehicles had collided head-on, resulting in major damage to both
vehicles. The roadway was completely blocked in both directions.
Paramedics evaluated and treated the drivers/solo occupants of
both vehicles, who were both transported by ambulance to local
hospitals with injuries that were described as minor to moderate.
The roadway remained closed for approximately an hour as crews
worked to clean up the scene. As always, great work by all fire,
police and emergency medical personnel who responded.
Joe Fanaselle
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FIRE DISPATCH I Murrieta Fire & Rescue - 71 years of Service to the Community
Captain Sean DeGrave - TRAINING DIVISION

What do you think he would say? Perhaps he would explain
why they should harshly discipline soldiers who make
mistakes in such a way that they would be afraid to step
outside the established action plan. Maybe he would tell
them that they absolutely must obey every single order they
are given regardless of what their personal experience,
training, and instincts are telling them. Or would he
empower them to make educated decisions, take deliberate
action, adapt when necessary, and train the men and
women they are leading to do the same?
Colonel Thomas M. Feltey would know exactly what that
man would say because he is the person who gives that talk
every year. Feltey enlisted in the New Jersey Army National
Guard in February 1988 and served as an infantryman in
FireRescue • May 9, 2018 •Frank Viscuso
C/2-113 Infantry (Mechanized), 50th Armored Division. He is
Imagine you could be a fly on the wall when an Army a graduate of Rutgers University, where he earned his
colonel speaks to new company commanders at the distinguished military degree before being assigned with the
Infantry and Armor School in Fort Benning about the 1st Brigade, 2nd Armored Division/4th Infantry Division at
importance of establishing a proper command climate Fort Hood, Texas. Feltey‘s deployments include Cuba,
and enhancing a team’s ability to perform effectively Germany, and Afghanistan.
when confronted with challenging situations.
MORE

PROMOTING INNOVATION IN EMS: THREE KEY
INGREDIENTS FOR SUCCESSFUL INNOVATION

EMS Coordinator
Jennifer Antonucci

EMS World • April 2, 2018 • Matt Zavadsky, MS-HSA, NREMT

Innovation is hard! It involves taking risks, pushing the
envelope, and in some cases venturing into uncharted
waters that can be treacherous, or at least murky.
Agencies nationwide have learned firsthand the risks and
benefits of trying something new.
You’ve read about these agencies in EMS World, heard
them speak at national conferences, or perhaps even
read about their innovations in national media outlets.
On the surface it seems easy. But ask the leaders in
these innovative EMS agencies, and they will often
readily share the scars they’ve incurred from taking risks.
Why is innovation so difficult? What are the lessons we
can learn from some of the EMS agencies recognized for
implementing innovative approaches to service delivery
and patient care?
Visionary Leadership
Innovation begins with a visionary leader—someone
who can see something new, something better than the
status quo. It requires a telescopic (or at least a
binocular) view of the horizon.

Many people do great work day to day leading teams to
improve the way they operate or deliver patient care.
Often these improvements are simply transactional, such
as testing a more effective way of call-taking to reduce
call processing times, finding ways to reduce activation
times for responses, or implementing best practices for
airway management procedures to improve patient
outcomes. These things are valuable, but again they are
generally transactional, not transformational.
Let’s take the call processing example: A transactional
enhancement might be using address flags in a
computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system to add notes
about patients with special needs who live at that
address. Address flags in CADs are not new, but using
them to add clinical information about people who live
there is a transactional improvement (let’s avoid the
potential HIPAA issues for the sake of the discussion).
The visionary leader may look at this in a more
transformative way: People don’t stay home.
MORE
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The Importance of Community Risk Reduction
Media Planet • Cathy Longley, NFPA
Have you ever heard the phrase “community risk reduction” and
wondered what it means and how it affects you?
Community risk reduction (CRR) is not a new concept. It is preparedness at
its best — a proactive approach to problem-solving. Often perceived as
public education, CRR is more than that; it is a series of focused steps that
a community can take to reduce specific risks by identifying potential
hazards.
Work of firefighters
The National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) defines CRR as “programs,
actions, and services used by a community, which prevent or mitigate the
loss of life, property, and resources associated with safety, fire, and other
disasters.” Known for its building and life safety codes, NFPA is currently
creating a community risk reduction standard that offers a framework for
identifying risks and developing a CRR plan.
One of NFPA’s largest stakeholder groups, firefighters, plays a major role
in reducing community risk. Best known for being responsive, the modern
fire service no longer simply answers the bell — it works hard to prevent
the bell from ever ringing.
MORE

Noah “The Mechanic” Praytor
T1: In service

INSPECTION SUMMARY
FINAL-Fire
0
FIRE-Alarm Final
1
FIRE-Overhead Hydro
13
FIRE-Rough
13
FIRE-Sprinkler Final
2
FIRE-Miscellaneous
2
FIE-Pre-Thrust Block
1
State Mandated Inspections
1
Business Inspections
4
Business Re-Inspections
1
Job Site Visits
0
Business Consultation
0
Investigation
0
Knox Box Key Install
0
Total
43
New Submittals
Fire Sprinklers
2
Fire Alarms
2
Building
5
Hood
1
Total
10
Resubmittals
Fire Sprinklers
2
Fire Alarms
0
Building
0
Total
0
Plan Check Review
Approved
13
Corrections
3
Total
16
Fees Collected
$7,391

Battalion Chief Steve Kean
Station 1: No activity

T2R: In service
E2: OOS – tank fill valve
E3: In service
E3R: In service

Station 2: No activity
Station 3: No activity

E4: In service
E4R: In service

Station 4: No activity

E5: OOS - AC
B2: In service

Station 5: No activity

B3: In service
B5: OOS – pump seal overhaul
OES: In service
R5: In service
WT: In service

Predictive Services Wesite HERE
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(Captain Eric Ackerman)

RESPONSE DATA
1
0
98
11
0
0
8
11
1
33
5
3
0
171

Fires
Explosion/No Fire
EMS
Traffic Collisions
Technical Rescue
HazMat
Service Calls
Lift Assists
Good Intent
Cancelled Calls
Alarm Activations
Miscellaneous
Citizen Complaint
Total Calls

EMS calls Only – Goals Reached
Measurable
90%
MFR
NFPA
Call Processing
0:57
90%
96%
Turnout
1:56
72%
37%
Travel
7:06
75%
40%
Total Response
9:20
79%
46%
FIRE Calls Only – Goals Reached
Measurable
90%
MFR
NFPA
Call Processing
1:22
93%
80%
Turnout
2:35
43%
14%
Travel
7:51
73%
33%
Total Response
10:58
80%
13%

October 26, 2017 • Nick Halmasy• Fire Engineering

I have had many discussions with various fire service people across
the entire spectrum, from firefighters to chiefs, and something strikes
me as odd. We discuss the “culture” of the fire service, and we always
know what the “other” means. However, take the idea just a step
further. How do YOU describe fire culture?
It’s tough, isn’t it?
Regarding mental wellness, we seem to want to promote fire culture
as a way of maintaining a type of invisible barrier toward making
progress. We say fire culture needs to “catch up” or that “it’s the
culture of the fire service that makes implementing these things
difficult.” Next thing I know, I’m speaking with the chief who is
forward-thinking and supportive. Then I speak with the deputy, and
the firefighters on the ground seem to support this as well. And then I
start to become confused with where this cultural barrier lies.
However, the issue may lie more in our wish to accept that mental
wellness is a concern while also distancing ourselves from it.
Obviously, it becomes very difficult to make any blanket statements
that would stick, and each department will invariably have its
nuances and issues. As far as I can tell from speaking with people, this
is where I land.

Smiles all around - Station One tour

We want to be supportive from a distance. Or, as a friend has said to
me, we want “awareness”; this means the work is someone else’s
problem. Similar to a hazmat awareness level, we know just enough
to think that the chemical is scary and that we are ill-equipped to
handle it.
Article HERE
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Some of what Prevention is
finding during their inspections:
These are pictures of Group A
plastics stored over 20 feet in
racks with no rack fire sprinkler
protection. They were provided 30
days to respond with their
compliance plan. - Doug
◄

BLOG:
Audric came to visit today…not
sure, but I think his first words were,
“we share the same hairline,
Grandpa… ”


Recruit Wildland Training

What hill would
you be willing to
die on?

HERE
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